
NOTE ON NIELSEN TRANSFORMATIONS1

ELVIRA STRASSER RAPAPORT

Let fli, • • • , an be free generators of the free group F„, Ci, • ■ ■ , cn

those of the free group F/, N an isomorphism of Fn onto Fn , and

bi = N(a/) the maps of the at under N. Then the &,■ are generators not

only of Fn but of any quotient group G'. I shall say that the gener-

ators bi of G' arise from the at by a Nielsen transformation, N. In

case Fn = F„, N is (Nielsen) automorphism of Fn but need not be

an automorphism of G = G'; nor is every automorphism of G expres-

sible in terms of some N acting on a given set of generators. How-

ever, a given automorphism of G can be written as a Nielsen trans-

formation acting on a suitably large set of generators (Theorem 2).

I shall discuss this and related matters in the present paper.

The following definitions and notation will be used.

G= jcii, • • • , a„; Ri, ■ • ■ , Rk} = {a; R} will denote the group

given on  n generators a, and  k generating relations

R3(Ri =  Ri (ai,  ■ • • , On)  =  1.

G' will denote the commutator subgroup of G.

x will denote the inverse of x.

[x, y] =xyxy.

J~iV will denote the following. If G= [a; i?J~i"C7 = [b; S\ under

the mapping I (a/) =Vi(b) and there exist relations s{ (b) in IG for

which the elements Vi(b)s/ (b) generate b freely, then the isomorphism

i"' given by I'(a/) =Vi(b)s{ (b) is a Nielsen transformation, N. I shall

say that / is equivalent to N: I~N. Similarly for automorphisms, A,

that is in case IG = G.

The group K= {a; ap\ has, for a=ai and prime p, automorphisms

A, given by A (a) =v(a), for which v(a) does not generate Fi(a). For

example, if p — 3, A(a)=a2 is such an automorphism. However,

a2 = a in K, so that the automorphism given by A'(a) = a = a2a3 = aR',

a Nielsen transformation, of K, is equivalent to A. For p>3 and

prime q<p, A(a) =aq is an automorphism of K, but An^N.

There exist other groups with one defining relation having non-

Nielsen automorphisms:

Theorem 1. The group L=\u, v; uuviivvuvu] has an automorphism
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A, A(u)=vuvu, A(v)=uvuA(u), which is not equivalent to a Nielsen

transformation.

L is the group of Listing's knot, the automorphisms of which were

first studied by Dehn [6].

Proof. Suppose A~N. The commutator subgroup L' contains u

(since the generating relation R implies u= \uv, uv]), hence it con-

tains all conjugates vkuvk; moreover, L' is a free group generated by

u and vuv = y [l]. The factor group L/U = F(v) is also given by

L/C, where C is the normal subgroup generated by u, and A induces

an automorphism of L/C = {u,v;u}. Since every Nielsen transforma-

tion of a group G = {a; Ri} maps the defining relation i?x onto a con-

jugate of the defining relation, or of its inverse, of the image group

K= {b; Si} [l], the assumption A~Arimplies that an automorphism

N, equivalent to A, of L is given by N(u)=xu'x, xQL, e=+l,

hence that A(u) =vuvu=xulx in L, and A2(u) =u = A(x)A(u')A(x) is

a conjugate wuw of u for some element w in L. This implies wuwu = 1

in L, which will prove false.

If w = l in L, u = u follows, which does not hold in the free group

L'(u, y); since wuwu is not the empty word, w is not in L' (otherwise

L'(u, y) would contain a nontrivial relation: wuw = f(u, y)

= s(u, y)ug(u, y) would equal u).

Let f=f(u, y), g = g(u, y) be elements in U. Since every element of

L has a unique representation of the form vhf, w = vkf with k^O. This

gives wuw=vhfufvh; setting fuf = g, wuw = vhgvh. If now wuwu is a

relation in L, then vkgvk = u, and g(u, y) =vkuvk. Again, since u and y

generate L' freely, no relation of L is a word in u and y alone, and so

for any element a in L', a = h(u, y) uniquely; the above stated equal-

ity implies that for some integer k?±0 a conjugate of u by vk is the

u, y-word g=fuf.
To see that no such k exists, observe that L is extension of

F2(u, y) by Fi(v), given by

L = {v, u, y; uuvuvvuvu, yvuv} = {v, u, y; vuv = y, vyv = uy3}

= {v,u, y; B(u) = y, B(y) = uy3}

where B is the automorphism of F2(u, y) induced by conjugation with

v. Thus, vkuvh=Bk(u), vkuvk=B~k(u).

The automorphism B is characterized [5] by the matrix

no power of which has eigenvalue — 1. It follows that vkuvk cannot be
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equal to fu] for any k. Thus, A is not equivalent to a Nielsen trans-

formation. With this the theorem is proved.

Though the automorphism A, given by A(v) = uvuA(ii), A(u)

= vuvu, is not equivalent to a Nielsen transformation in L = {v, u; R},

L can be given various presentations in which A = N. An example

with 5 generators is given in [2]. The fewest possible number of

generators to give A=N is 3; the presentation mentioned in the

proof above gives A(u) =yu2, A(y) =uyu2yu2, A(v) =vyuy.

These two examples are specific to the group L; the following one

leads to a general procedure.

L = [u, v, x, y; u = [uv, uv], x = vuvu, y = uvux\

yields A(u) =x, ^4(x) =«, A(v) =y, A(y) =u2vu, with A =N. In gen-

eral, given any group G and an automorphism A of G, introducing

Ak(g) as new generators g*(k) for every power k of A (in case A has

finite order, h, \k\ <h>0) and every generator g, and adding the new

relations g*(k)Ak(g), renders A=N. The following method is always

finite for finitely generated G.

Theorem 2. Let G={g; R], A an automorphism of G, A(g)=v(g);

define w(g) by A(w(g))=g; setH= [g, h; R, hw(g)}, A'(g)=hw(g)v(g),

A'(h)=g. Then H = G, A'~A, and A' = N.

In other words, every automorphism of a group can be effected by

a Nielsen transformation acting on double the number of generators.

Proof. By the theorem of Tietze [3 ], H = G. Since A'(g) = v(g) mod

relations in II, A'(w(g)) =A'(h)=g mod relations in H, A'<-^A. Since

g is an image under A', all g-words are in the image group; then, be-

cause A'(g) =hw(g)v(g), all A-words are in the image group; hence

A'=N.
The same can be accomplished for a given isomorphism I of two

groups.

Theorem 3. Let G=\g; R}~IG = II={h; S], 1(g) =v(h). Define
wig) h I(w(g))=w(v(h))=h, and set G*={g, g*; R, g*w(g)}, II*

= {h, h*; S, h*v(h)\, I*(g)=h*, I*(g*)=h. Then G* = G, H*=H,
I*~I, and I* = N.

In the case of the group L, there is a presentation for which: 1.

every automorphism, as well as 2. every isomorphism (to a group on

the same number of relations) is a Nielsen transformation, namely

\v, u, y; R, yvuv] above. 1. The automorphism group of L, modulo

inner automorphisms, is generated by A given above, and P given

by P(v)=v, P(u)=u [2]. In this presentation, ^4=Ai and as P(y)
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= P(vuv) =vuv=yu% in L,P = N2. 2. If IL=H= {g, a, b; Si, S2}, then

H/H'= Fi and (up to a Nielsen transformation on H) H/IF = Ft (g),

so that H' = F2(a, b); hence I(u) and l(y) are automorphic images

A (a) and A(b) of a and 6 in F2(a, 6). Since H/H'= Fi(g)=I(L/L')

= I(Fi(v)), the image I(v) must be of the form g*f(a, b) modulo rela-

tions of H, where e= ±1. The mapping I(v) =g'f(a, b), I(u) =A(a),

I(y) =A(b) is clearly a Nielsen transformation.

The rest of the discussion concerns extensions of the free group on

two generators, F2, by the free cyclic group, Fi, in case the com-

mutator subgroup of the extension is isomorphic to F2.

Theorem 4. If G={g, a; S}~H={x, y; R}, S=SU R = Ri with
H/H'caFi, H'c^.F2, then G is Nielsen image of one of three noniso-

morphic groups.

The proof is based on two lemmas; the verification of the first one

is due to Magnus.2

Lemma 1. Set ai=giagi, i:0, ±1, • • • ; e = ±1, r, k integers. The

relation S of Theorem 4 is (a conjugate of S*1' =) aria2a\a*0.

Proof. By considering the factor group G/G', it can be verified

that for some Nielsen transform NG, NG'Z)a; thus aEG' may be

assumed. Then G/G' = Fi(g), G' is generated by the ait and the sum

of exponents of g in 5 is zero. A conjugate ghSgh=f(ao, ■ ■ ■ , ar+h=L)

generates the normal subgroup {S} EF2(g, a), so that one may as-

sume S = S(ao, • • ■ , ai), with a0 and ar, actually occurring in 5.

Define K, as that subgroup of G' generated by the elements

Co, Ci, • • • , Oi, • • • , at. Then KL is a free subgroup of G' having

L + l generators and the one relation S(a0, ■ ■ ■ , aL)=SL. Since SL

is not the empty word, so that Kt is not isomorphic to the free group

on L + l generators, its rank is at most L. Since the Betti number of

Kl abelianized is L, the rank is exactly L. Similarly for every Kt;

thus Ki—Fl. This shows: the ascending chain

KL C Kl+i C • • •

consists of subgroups of rank L of G', with KK = G' = F2; therefore

[4], there is a number h ior which Ki.+h = G' = F2, giving L = 2, and

so S = S(ao, ai, 0%), KL+h = F(Bu B2)=F2(B), Bu B2EG'.

Set Sl+h+i = U, fli+t+i =u; form the subgroup D = {KL+h, u; If} oi

G. Then D = G'. Since u is an element of the free group KL+h = F(B),

u has a representation as a unique 5-word, u=f(B); then D is given

2 This theorem is of some interest with respect to a conjecture of Magnus that if

G= {au ••-,«„; 7?,}~fl-= {&,, • • • , J„; Si], then H=NG.
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by [Bu B2, u; uf(B)} as well as by {Bi, B2, a,-, u; 5y/y(5), Jj]. Replace

in Z7 every ay^?<byitsrepresentation/yasa5-word to get U= V(B,u).

ThenD is given by {Bi,B2, u; V}, showing that the elements V±1 and

#/(■#) generate the same normal subgroup of F$(Bi, B2, u), hence

[l, p. 157] are conjugates.

U is a function of an+i, ah+2, and u, with cz^+i and u actually occur-

ring; for certain elements Vi = Vi(ah+i, ah+2)9^1, and integers xt,

U = ux°viuxiv2 ■ ■ ■ vkuxk.

In G, the elements ah+i, ah+2, and u are connected by the single rela-

tion U, and so ah+i and an+2 form a free subgroup of G [l, p. 157]. It

follows that if z>j(cza+i, an+d^l, then the representation wt(B) of Vi

in terms of the free generators Bi and B2 of G' is not the empty word.

The representation
V = ux°Wi ■ ■ • WkUxk

of U as a B, w-word contains therefore the same number of w-sym-

bols as U does. On the other hand, viewed as cyclic words, V' and

uf(B) are identical, and so both contain u just once. The same must

hold for U = Sr.+h+i, hence for S; thus, up to conjugation and inver-

sion, S = a2f2(a0, a/). Similarly, a0 occurs in 5 just once, giving

S = oia2cncfo = (ga g)(g dg )(ga g)a .

This proves the lemma.

The result above gives a3=f2iai, o2) =fiiao, ffli). The mapping of at

onto ai+i for every integer i is an automorphism A of G' given by

A(a0)=ai, A(ai)=f2(a0, a{)=a2, etc., so that A"(a0) =an=fn(a0, ax);

thus the subgroup K of G' generated by aa and ai contains every a„,

is a free group F2(aa, ai) and contains G'. Since K^ZG', it follows that

G' = F2(a0, cii). This fact will be needed.

Lemma 2. Let K=[g, a, b; gag=axlbvl, gbg=aXibm, aba = b}~K*

= {g, a, b; gag=fi(a, b), gbg=f2(a, b,) aba = b] with

K' = K*' = F2(a,b)/Fl(a,b);

let B be the mapping B(a)=axibyi, B(b)=aXibm in K', with matrix M,

B* the mapping B*(a)=fi(a, b), B*(b)=f2(a, b) in K*', with matrix

M*. Then trace of M equals trace of M*( and trace of M equals trace of

M*<; 6=±1.

Proof. Because K/K' = Fi(g)~K*/K*' and the isomorphism I of

K onto K* defines an isomorphism I' of the factor commutator

groups, the image 1(g) must be of the form g'h(a, b)=gth, and

I(K')=K*' with I(a)=a'W=a, 1(b) =ar°b**=p.
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B*'(a) = g'ag* = g'hakg' = I (gag) = I(B(a)) = I(axib"i) = ax^\

B*'(fS) = g'Pg' = g'hphg' = I(gbg) = I(B(b)) = I(a*2b™) = aXim

and a similar equality holds for B*'.

For any automorphism X and generators a, j3 of F2/F{, X(a)

= NXN(a), X(b)=NXN(P), so the equalities above show that the

trace is preserved, as claimed.

Under the Nielsen transformation given by N'(a) =a, N'(g) =akg,

N'(aidtaiao) = N'(S) = a ga gagg = W,        h = r + k,

up to an inner automorphism (Lemma 1); thus one may assume

that 5 has the form W. Since aEG' = F2(ao, ai), the sum of its ex-

ponents in 5 is +1. This gives h= ±1 ior e= +1, and h = l or 3 for

e= — 1. The word S is thus Nielsen image of one of the following:

Si = agaggag,    S2 = agaggag,    Ss = dggdga3g,    Si* = agdggag.

For N(a) =a, N(g) = g, NS* = Si, so that the first three words remain

to investigate. It is now established that a group G of Theorem 4 is

Nielsen image of one of the groups Ht= {g, a; Si}, i: 1, 2, 3; it re-

mains to show that these three groups are not isomorphic. This fol-

lows from Lemma 2 if they are presented as

H? = {g, a, b; gag = b, gbg = ab},

Hi = {g, a, b; gag = b, gbg = ab},

Hi = {g, a, b; gag = b, gbg = ab3}.

To H* belongs the automorphism Ai of F2(a, b) induced by conjuga-

tion with g and the matrix M, with trace c, and determinant e„ where

(d,ei) = (-l,-l);      (c2, e2) = (+l,+l);      (c3, e3) = (3, +1).

This completes the proof of Theorem 4. H2 is the fundamental group

of the (trefoil) knots with three crossings, H3 = L that of the (List-

ing's) knot with four crossings. Hi does not belong to a knot, since

its Z-polvnomial, —x2 —x + 1  [7] is not symmetric in the coefficients

[8]-
It follows from Theorems 1 and 4 that the group L has non-Nielsen

automorphisms but only Nielsen isomorphisms.

Let Ai designate automorphisms of F2(a, b).

Corollary 1. // {g, a, b; gag = Ay(a), gbg=Ai(b)} =GU and IGi

= G2 is similarly defined, and G( =F2, then G2 = NGi.

Proof. Again the mapping / is of the form I(g)=g*fi(a, b), 1(a)
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= A3(a), I(b)=As(b), and these image words clearly generate g, a,

and b. In particular, if Gi is isomorphic to one of the groups Hi,

i: 1, 2, or 3, of Theorem 4, then Gi = NH*.

Corollary 2. If the defining relations of

G = {g, a, b; gag = A(a), gbg = A(b)]

equal those of a H? of Theorem 4 taken modulo [a, b], then NG = Hf,

N(g) =w(a, b)g, N(a) =a, N(b) =b, for wEF2(a, b).

Proof. If Ax(a) =A2(a) mod [a, b], Ai(b) =A2(b) mod [a, b], then

^4i differs from A2 by an inner automorphism [5]. Thus the auto-

morphism A of G' induced by g differs from the automorphism A*

of H* induced by g by inner automorphisms of F2(a, b): A*(a)

= wA(a)w, A*(b) =wA(b)w. Then, under N given above,

N(A(a)gag) = A(a)wgagw

= wA*(a)gagw.

Similarly for b, so that under N the relations of G take the form of

the relations of Hf, as claimed.

Theorem 5. Let G= {g, a, b; gag = A(a), gbg=A(b)} be extension

of F2(a, b) by Fi(g), A(a) = axlbyi mod [a, b], A(b) =a**bm mod [a, b],

xi+y2 — c, xiy2—x2yi = £. G' = F2(a, b) if and only if (c, e) = (3, 1),

(l,l),or(±l, -1).

Proof. Let F = F2(a, b)/Fi(a, b), U = aub", Y = a'bd, ud-yc= ±1,

N(a)=axbz,   N(b)=apb",    xq — pz=e;   set   w = aw°bwb EF.    Then

(N(U)U)a = ux + yp - u,        (N(U)U)b = uz + yq- y,

(N(Y)Y)a = cx+dp- c, (N(Y)Y)b = cz + dq - d.

The elements N(U)U, N(Y)Y generate F if and only if

+1 = (ux + yp — u) (cz + dq — d) — (uz + yq — y) (cx + dp — c)

= (ud - yc)((xq - pz) + 1 - (x + q)) = ± (e + 1 - (x + q)),

that is if the pair of values (x+q, e) is either (3, 1), or (1, 1), or

( + 1, —1). The proof is based on this fact.

If the condition on (c, e) holds then gaga = A (a)a and gbgb = A(b)h

generate F, so that together with conjugates of abab they generate

F2(a, b). Then F2(a, b)EG'; but since G'EF2(a, b)EG, F2(a, b)=G',

as claimed.

If F2(a, b)=G' then it is generated by gaga, gbgb, abab and their

conjugates in G, and G'/G" is generated by gaga=a, gbgb=P and
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their conjugates by gk, k: ± 1, • • • . If gag=axbv, gbg=aubv modulo

G", they generate G'/G", and a=ax~1by, j3 = aub°-1 in G'/G". As

gag = (axbv)x-1(aubv)y=(ax-lbv)x(aubv-1)v = <xe$v, and similarly g/?g

= au{5v, the elements a, /3 already generate the factor group G'/G".

As a =A(a)a, @ = A(b)h, the condition on (c, e) must hold, as claimed.

It may be noted that for e= — 1, the inverse transformation A has

the trace — c, so that only three possibilities remain modulo the

Nielsen transformation N(a)=a, N(b)=b, N(g)=g.

Theorem 6. The group G of Theorem 5 is isomorphic to one of the

groups H* of Theorem 4 if and only if (c, e) = (cit ei).

Proof. The necessity of the condition follows by an easy step

from Lemma 2. Suppose the condition satisfied. Designate by (A)

the group of all automorphisms of F2, by (/) the group of inner auto-

morphisms of F2, and by (A') the group of automorphisms of F2/F2 ;

then (A') is given by the modular group and (A')~(A)/(I) [5]. It is

known [9] that in the domain of unimodular integral two-by-two

matrices (the modular group) the class number for trace c{ and deter-

minant €,-, i: 1, 2, 3, is one; hence the matrix M belonging to G (see

Lemma 2) is a conjugate NMtN of the matrix M( belonging to II*,

with \N\ ±1. This, together with (A')~(A)/(I), gives: A=NA%N

(see Lemma 2), and so G = NH*, as claimed.
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